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ABSTRACT 

 

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) by machine has been a goal of research from more 

than six decades. In spite   of all advances, machines cannot match the performance of 

their human counterparts in terms of accuracy and speed, especially in case of speaker 

independent speech recognition. So, today significant   portion of speech recognition 

research is focused on speaker independent speech recognition problem. Before 

recognition, speech processing has to be carried out to get feature vectors of the signal. 

So, front end analysis plays an important role. The reasons are its wide range of 

applications and limitations of available techniques of speech recognition.  The aim of 

this paper is to study, implement   and compare those widely used parameterization 

method Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) techniques and Linear Predictive Cepstral 

Coefficient (LPCC) and Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) in speech technology for 

speech   recognition .We have also observed the effect of   variation of model parameter 

on recognition rate. Vector Quantization (VQ) is used to prepare word model as a 

template for each utterance. Moreover Euclidean distance is used as a classifier.  

Front ends were compared in clean speech and with speech degraded by noise and 

spectral variability, using the TI-46 word database. We have studied some aspects of 

speech recognition and effect noise at various SNR levels 40dB, 35dB, 30dB, 20dB, 

15dB, 10dB, 5dB, 0dB and-5dB. Experimentation is carried out with white Gaussian 

noise. 

It has been observed that LPCC gives better results as compared LPC in clean as well as 

in noisy environment.PLP with DELTA and DELTA-DELTA works better than LPC and 

LPCC in clean and noisy speech. Comparison of all above techniques for speech 
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recognition is carried out in this paper. Suitability of each technique for different 

environment is also discussed. 

Keywords: ASR, LPC, LPCC, PLP, VQ. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Speech recognition   systems perform two fundamental operations: Signal modeling and 

pattern matching. Signal modeling represents process of converting speech signal into a 

set of parameters. Pattern matching is the task of finding parameter sets from memory 

which closely matches the parameter set obtained from the input speech signal. 

An Isolated Word Recognition (IWR) system consists of four main steps: preprocessing, 

framing and windowing, feature extraction and pattern classification as shown in Figure 

1. The function of preprocessing step is to make the spectrum flat (especially at high 

frequency) and possibly removal of noise. The framing and windowing operation divides 

the speech signal into overlapping frames and multiplies each frame by window. The 

feature extractor does the job of mapping each frame of the speech signal into the set of 

features called the feature vector which best approximates the signals property so 

that efficient computations and compact representation of speech signal is possible. In the 

pattern classifier module, word models are built for each word (available in the 

vocabulary) from the feature vectors during the training phase. In order to recognize a 

word, testing speech is passed through the same feature extractor and the test features are 

compared with each of the stored models of utterances. The test sample of speech is 

assigned to the word whose model gives the minimum distance or maximum probability 

(based on the classifier used) with the test sample. Hence for an IWR system to work, 

following major tasks are to be accomplished. 

Training Phase 
-Preprocessing of training speech samples. 

-Framing and Windowing. 

-Extracting appropriate speech features (feature vectors) from each windowed frame. 

-Building a model for each word from feature vectors. 

Testing Phase 

-Preprocessing of test speech samples. 

-Framing and Windowing. 

-Extracting appropriate speech features from the given speech data. 

-Obtain Euclidean distances (or Probabilities) of feature vectors with each word 

model. 

-Decision based on minimum distance (or maximum probability). 

The main steps of extracting the important information from the speech signal 

(During both training and testing phase) are Preprocessing, Framing and Windowing 

and Feature extraction 
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Figure 1 Main steps in Isolated Words Speech Recognition (a) Training Phase (b) 

Testing Phase 

 

2. FEATURE EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES 

 

Feature extraction aims at giving a useful representation of the speech signal by capturing 

the important information from it. A common division of the feature extraction 

approaches is into production-based and perception-based methods. Linear predictive 

coding (LPC), Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficient (LPCC) is an example from the first 

group while Mel-frequency   cepstral   coefficients (MFCC) and Perceptual Linear 

Prediction (PLP) belong to the perception-based approaches family. In speech 

recognition, a premium is placed on extracting features that are somewhat invariant to 

changes in the speaker [1, 2]. So feature extraction involves analysis of speech signal. 

Broadly the feature extraction techniques are classified as temporal analysis and spectral 

analysis technique. In temporal analysis the speech waveform itself is used for analysis. 

In spectral analysis spectral representation of speech signal is used for analysis [3]. In 

theory, it should be possible to recognize speech directly from the digitized waveform; it 

should be represented   directly in terms of the signal’s Fourier coefficients or as the set 

of power values at the outputs from a bank of filters [4]. The envelope of the spectrum 

can be represented indirectly in terms of the parameters of an all-pole model, using linear 

predictive coding (LPC), or in terms of the first dozen or so coefficients of the 

cepstrum—the inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm of the spectrum[5]. 

One reason for computing the short-term spectrum is that the cochlea of the human ear 

performs a         quasi-frequency analysis. The analysis in the cochlea takes place on a 

nonlinear frequency scale (known as the Bark-scale or the mel-scale). This scale is 

approximately linear up to about 1000 Hz and is approximately logarithmic thereafter. 
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So, in the feature extraction, it is very common to perform a frequency warping of the 

frequency axis after the spectral computation. 

2.2 Speech feature extraction methods in Linear Predictive spectrum. These are 

methods used for feature extraction in time domain. These are Linear Predictive Coding 

(LPC), Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC).  LPCC is the extension of LPC. 

Among these two LPCC is the most widely used in speech feature extraction technique.  

LPC is a production based method. In this, the speech sampled at time ‘n’ can be 

presented as a linear combination of ‘p’ previous samples.  

It represents the spectral envelope by low dimension feature vectors. A serious problem 

with the LPC is that they are highly correlated but it is desirable to obtain less correlated 

features for acoustic modeling. It provides linear characteristics [5-7]. 

(I) Linear predictive coding (LPC) 

Linear prediction is a good tool for analysis of speech signals. Linear predication models 

the human vocal tract as an infinite impulse response (IIR) system that produces the 

speech signal. In speech coding, the success of LPC have been explained by the fact that 

an all pole model is a reasonable approximation for the transfer function of the vocal 

tract. All pole model is also appropriate in terms of human hearing, because the ear is 

more sensitive to spectral peaks than spectral valleys. Hence an all pole model is useful 

not only because it may be a physical model for a signal, but because it is a perceptually 

meaningful parametric representation for a signal. The procedure for extracting features 

from LPC/LPCC is given in the Fig.2 

(i) Pre-emphasis: The digitized speech [3] signal ���� is put through a low order digital 

system(typically a first order FIR filter) to spectrally flatten he signal and to make it less 

susceptible to fine precision effects later in the signal processing. The digital system  

 

                                          ����
� 1

 ���                                                                                                            �1� 

 

     0.9 <a <1 

used in the pre-emphasis is either fixed or slowly adaptive. Perhaps the most widely used 

pre-emphasis network is the fixed first order system. 

In this case the output of the pre-emphasis network s(n) is related to the input to the 

network S(n) by the difference equation. The most common value for a  is around 0.95. 

The pre-emphasis filter boosts the signal spectrum approximately 20 db/decade. 

 

Figure 2 Block Diagram of LPC  Processor 
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Advantages of pre-emphasis filter 
1. The voiced sections of speech signal naturally have a negative spectral slope 

(attenuation of approximately 20 dB per decade due to physiology of speech production 

system [1, 3]. The pre-emphasis filter serves to offset this natural slope before spectral 

analysis, thereby improving the efficiency of the analysis [3]. 

2. The hearing is more sensitive above the 1-kHz region of the spectrum. The pre-

emphasis filter amplifies this area of the spectrum. This assists the spectral analysis 

algorithm in modeling the perceptually important aspects of speech spectrum [4]. 

(ii) Frame blocking: In this step the pre-emphasized speech signal S(n) is blocked into 

frames of N samples, with adjacent frames being separated by M samples. The blocking 

into frames for the case in which M = (1/3)N. The second frame begins M samples after 

the first frame and overlaps it by N −M samples. Similarly the third frame begins 2M 

samples after the first frame and overlaps it by N −M samples. This process continues 

until all the speech is accounted for within one or more frames. If M ≤ N then LPC 

spectral estimates from frame to frame will be quite smooth. On the other hand if M >N 

there will be no overlap between adjacent frames. 

(iii) Windowing: The next step in the processing is to window each individual frames so 

as to minimize the signal discontinuities at the beginning and end of each frame. Window 

is defined as w(n), 0 < n < N − 1, then the result of windowing is the signal  

X(n) = x(n)w(n), 0 ≤ n ≤ N – 1             (2) 

A typical window used for the autocorrelation method of LPC is the hamming window, 

which has the form 

w(n) = 0.54−0.46 cos(2πn/N −1), 

0 ≤n ≤ N − 1               (3) 

(iv)Autocorrelation analysis: This can be used to find fundamental frequency or a pitch 

of a signal. The technique relies on finding the co-relation between the signal and a 

delayed version of itself. It means it is a co-relation of signal with itself. Autocorrelation 

can also be used for finding repeating patterns in a signal such as determining the 

presence of a periodic signal, which has been buried under noise, or identifying the 

missing fundamental frequency. Each frame of windowed signal is next auto correlated to 

give  

 

  ���� � ∑ ������� � ������
���  ;            m= 0, 1 ...�   (4) 

 

Where, the  highest   autocorrelation    value, p is the order of the LPC analysis. Typically 

values of p from 8 to 16 have been used with p = 8 being the value used from   most 

systems. The frame energy is an important parameter for speech detection systems. 

 

(v) LPC analysis: The next processing step is the LPC analysis, is to convert each frame 

of    p +1 autocorrelations  into an LPC parameter set in which the set might be the LPC 

coefficients, the reflection coefficients, the log area ratio coefficient, the cepstral 

coefficients or any desired transformation of the above sets. The formal method for 

converting from autocorrelation coefficient to an LPC parameter set is known as Durbin’s 

method. This Durbin’s algorithm is presented in [5-7]. 
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(II) Linear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC) 
Extension to LPC is LPCC. The next continuous steps have been described in the 

following steps.LPC parameter conversion to cepstral co-efficient. A very important LPC 

parameter set, which can be derived directly from the LPC coefficients set, is the LPC 

cepstral coefficients c(m). The recursion used is 

C0=ln ��              (5) 

Cm=∑ � �
�� �� ���� ,

��
��   � ! �,                               (6) 

Where ��   is the gain term in the LPC model. The cepstral coefficients are the 

coefficients of the Fourier transform representation of the log magnitude spectrum. 

Generally, a cepstral representation with Q>P coefficients is used where   Q= (3/2) P. 

 

(vi) Parameter weighting: The use of cepstral window is to consider the Fourier 

representation of the log magnitude spectrum and the differentiated log magnitude 

spectrum. In general, the weighting of the form is as follows: 

Cm = "�#�           1 ≤ m ≤Q             (7) 

Where an appropriate weighing is the band pass filter  

"�=[1+Q/2 sin (π m/Q) ] ,       1 ≤ m ≤Q              (8) 

This weighting function truncates the computation and deemphasizes Cm around m = 1 

and around m=Q. 

 

(vii) Temporal cepstral derivative: The cepstral representation of the speech spectrum 

provides a good representation of the local spectral properties of the signal for the given 

frame. An improved representation can be obtained by extending the analysis to include 

information about the temporal cepstral derivative. The time derivative of the log 

magnitude spectrum has a Fourier series representation of the form 

$/$&'log*�+,-., &/*0 � ∑ 123�4�
14  ,�5.�∞���∞                                                                   (9) 

A reasonable compromise is to approximate 
163

78  by an othonormal polynomial fit over a 

finite length window is  

 
 163

14 � 9#��&� : ; ∑ <#�
�
���� �& � <�                                                                    (10) 

 

For each frame t, the result of the LPC analysis is a vector of Q weighted cepstral 

coefficient  and an appended vector of  Q  cepstral time derivatives, that is, 

=4′ � �#�&�, #��&�, … … #?�&�, 9#�&�, 9#�&�, … … 9#?(t))                                    (11) 

Where  =4 is a vector   with 2Q components and   ’ denotes matrix transpose. Similarly, if 

second order temporal derivatives are computed, these are appended to   =4    giving a 

vector with 3Q components. 

Speech features are calculated from a 12th order LPC analysis with a hamming window 

of length 25 ms. The frame period is 10 ms and first order of pre-emphasis with a co-

efficient of −0.97 is used. 12 spectral co-efficient are derived from the LPC co-efficient 

and joined with normalized energy of 39 feature vectors (12 LPC + 12∆LPC +129�LPC 

+ E + 9 E + 9 9 E) are in general used (E is energy).[7-10] 
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III) Perceptual Linear Prediction: The Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) method 

proposed by    H. Hermansky [11] and B. Wheatley and   J. Picone [12] demonstrated a 

further improvement over the LPCC which takes advantage of three principal characteristics 

derived from the psychoacoustic properties of the human hearing viz., spectral resolution of 

the critical band, equal loudness curve adjustment and application of intensity-loudness 

power law. It is a technique for speech analysis that uses three psycho-acoustic concepts to 

estimate the auditory spectrum: 

•Critical- band spectral analysis 

•the equal loudness curve 

•the intensity power law 

Perceptual linear prediction, is similar to LPC analysis, is based on the short-term 

spectrum of speech. In contrast to pure linear predictive analysis of speech, perceptual 

linear prediction (PLP) modifies the short-term spectrum of the speech by several 

psychophysically based transformations. 

An inherent drawback of conventional LP is its inability to include speech specific a 

priori information in the modeling process. The spectral resolution of human hearing is 

roughly linear up to 800 or 1000 Hz, but it decreases with increasing frequency above 

this linear range. PLP incorporates critical band spectral resolution into its spectrum 

estimate by remapping the frequency axis to the Bark scale and integrating the energy in 

the critical bands to produce a critical band spectrum approximation. PLP parameters are 

the coefficients that result forms standard all pole modeling or linear predictive analysis, 

of a specially modified, short term speech spectrum. In PLP the speech spectrum is 

modified by a set of transformations that are based on models of the human auditory 

system. This model includes the following perceptually motivated analysis. 

1. Critical band spectral resolution: PLP incorporates critical band spectral resolution into 

its spectrum estimate by remapping the frequency axis to the Bark scale and integrating the 

energy in the critical bands to produce a critical band spectrum approximation. 

2. Equal loudness pre-emphasis: At conversational speech levels, human hearing is more 

sensitive to the middle frequency range of the audible spectrum. PLP incorporates the 

effect of this phenomenon by multiplying the critical band spectrum by an equal loudness 

curve that suppresses both the low and high frequency regions relative to the midrange 

from 400 to 1200 Hz. 

 

 

Fig 3 Block diagram of PLP processor 
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3. Intensity loudness power law: There is a nonlinear relationship between the intensity of 

sound and the perceived loudness. PLP approximates the power law of hearing by using a 

cube root amplitude compression of the loudness equalized critical band spectrum 

estimate. After these operations all signal components are perceptually equally weighted 

and we can have a regular LP model from the modified signal. Because of these 

operations the resulting has less detail and a smaller dynamic range than the original 

spectrum. Then the spectrum can be modeled by less order LPC model then the original 

model. Figure 3 shows   the feature extraction procedure [6] 

•Computationally efficient and it yields a low-dimensional   representation of the speech 

Table 1 Important Features Considered in different feature extraction technique 

 

• PLP is based on short term spectrum of the speech 

• PLP technique is vulnerable when the short time spectral values are modified by the 

frequency response of the communication channel 

• The Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) method proposed by Wheatley and Picone 

(1991) demonstrated a further improvement over the LPCC which takes advantage of 

Sr 

No 

Feature 

Extraction 

Technique 

Type of Speech Signal Important Features 

01 LPCC Both noisy and clean 

speech 

Gain, vocal tract response and area 

function, formants, Pitch, zero-

crossing, voiced unvoiced, spectrum 

envelope, coefficients of digital filter 

,formants 

02 MFCC Both noisy and clean 

speech 

Energy, pitch/intensity, spectrum 

envelope(STFT),Voiced 

03 PLP Both noisy and clean 

speech 

Gain, vocal tract response and area 

function, formants, Pitch, zero-

crossing, voiced unvoiced, spectrum 

envelope, coefficients of digital filter 

,formants(based on perception) 
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three principal characteristics derived from the psychoacoustic properties of the human 

hearing viz., spectral resolution of the critical band, equal loudness curve adjustment and 

application of intensity-loudness power law 

•Computational requirements of PLP are comparable to their conventional LP analysis 

•The advantage of the PLP technique over the conventional LP is that it allows for the 

effective suppression of the speaker-dependent information by choosing the particular 

model order 

• PLP features are advantageous because it mimic some of the human processing of the 

signal [6] 

• The spectral balance is easily affected by factors such as the recording equipment, the 

communication channel or additive noise. The effect of the overall spectral balance can 

to some extent be suppressed a  posterior by a proper distortion measure. 

   Just like most other short-term spectrum based techniques this method is vulnerable 

when the short-term spectral values are modified by the frequency response of the 

communication channel. 

 

Table 2 Feature extraction method applicability 

 

 

3. DATABASE USED 

The performance of the above mentioned algorithms are evaluated on following databases. 

TI-20: TI-46 Speaker dependent Isolated Word Corpus prepared by National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST) is basically designed for speech recognition applications. 

Sr. 

No. 

Feature  

Extraction 

Method 

Suitable Method 

 of Recognition 

Not suitable method 

Recognition 

01 LPC Clean speech recognition Noisy Speech and Telephone 

speech recognition 

02 LPCC Both Noisy and Clean Speech Telephone speech Recognition 

03 PLP Clean Speech  recognition, Noisy speech recognition 
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This database has two subsets of isolated words. First subset is TI-20 speech database. The 

TI-20 vocabulary consists of ten English digits and ten control words. The data is collected 

from eight male and eight female speakers. There are 26 utterances of each word from each 

speaker. From these 26 utterances of each word ten were used for training and remaining 16 

were used for testing. Hence, the complete data size is 3200 samples for training and 5120 

samples for testing. Sampling frequency of the database is 12.5 kHz. 

TI-Alpha: Second set of TI-46 database is TI-Alpha. The TI-Alpha vocabulary consists of 

A to Z alphabets. The samples of this corpus are collected from eight male and eight female 

speakers with 12:5 kHz sampling frequency (similar to TI-20). There are 26 utterances of 

each word from each speaker of which ten are designated as training tokens and 16 

designated as testing tokens. So the complete data size of this set is 4160 samples for 

training and 6656 samples for testing 

4. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS 

We have conducted experiments to test the effectiveness of several signal processing 

schemes as front ends to automatic speech recognition systems. Front ends were evaluated 

with TI-46 isolated word database (Excluding E-Sets) in clean speech, speech degraded by 

white Gaussian noise with SNR 40dB, 30dB, 20dB, 15dB, 10dB, 5dB , 0dB  and -5dB. 

We have evaluated and calculated speech recognition using   feature extraction   by Linear 

Prediction 

Coding (LPC), Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficient (LPCC) and Perceptual Linear 

Prediction (PLP). After LPC/LPCC/PLP parameters are computed, further reduction of data 

is achieved by using a signal modeling technique [13] called Vector Quantization (VQ). 

First, the mean locations of the feature space called centroids are computed by using an 

iterative clustering algorithm [14]. Feature parameters are represented by the identity of 

their closest centroid, i.e. the index number of the corresponding centroid. The set of 

centroids that discretize feature parameters into index symbols is specifically called a 

codebook, and the produced symbols are called codewords. Vector Quantization (VQ) is 

used as a speech model with codebook size of 128. Euclidean distance is used as a 

minimum distance classifier in speech recognition rate evaluated. 
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Table 3A 

Comparison of   LPCC and LPC: Effect of model order on speech recognition 

rate under Noisy Conditions 
 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SNR 

(dB) 
LPC LPCC 

Model 

Order 
8 10 12 14 8 10 12 14 

Clean 88.6 90.2 90.4.689.6 97.2 98.3 99 99.4 

40 85.9 86.7 87.8 86.1 96.1 97.3 98.5 98.7 

30 63.7 63.0 64.7 61.7 74.9 80.2 82.1 84.9 

20 30.6 29.8 28.1 22.9 10.7 39.8 43.9 43.2 

15 21.8 18.8 17.4 16.1 9.3 20.9 23.2 22.3 

10 17.1 19.9 17.6 14.5 8.3 10.0 12.0 12.1 

05 11.1 13.3 11.1 8.4 10.7 5.0 6.1 6.2 

0 9.8 11.0 9.5 9.8 14.27 11.6 9.3 9.9 

-5 10.0 10.5 10.7 11.2 10.7 9.8 9.3 7.4 
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Table: 3B 

Comparison of   PLP, PLP+∆, PLP+∆∆ for speech recognition rate under noisy 

conditions  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The front end of ASR system extracts features from physical speech signal. These are put 

together in a feature vector that is used in the rest of the system. Table1 and Table2 gives 

list of important features considered in different feature extraction techniques and 

applicability of above mentioned feature extraction method. There exist several methods 

that can be used to accomplish this, some of which viz. LPC, LPCC and PLP (with PLP, 

PLP+∆, PLP+∆∆) have been discussed, implemented, evaluated and compared on TI-46 

database as per Table3. It has been observed that speech recognition rate is affected by 

model parameter i.e. length of LPC and LPCC coefficients. Increasing the model order of 

LPC upto12 recognition rate increases, by increasing model order further it decreases 

comparatively. In case of LPCC technique recognition rate increases by increasing the 

model order This effect is presented in Table3A.   PLP gives better /improved speech 

recognition rate then LPC and LPCC (refer Table 3B) in clean as well as in noisy data. 

Performance of LPCC is better than LPC (refer Table 3A). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SNR 

DB 

PLP 

PLP PLP+∆ PLP+∆∆ 

Clean 99.7 100.0 100.0 

40 99.7 99.9 100.0 

30 93.8 99.0 100.0 

20 66.8 98.5 99.0 

15 56.2 93.0 95.4 

10 39.3 76.7 86.0 

5 21.7 42.5 45.8 

0 13.5 19.8 21.0 

-5 8.00 8.85 9.0 
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